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ABSTRACT
A dark matter halo model is developed postulating a new state of mat-
ter, entities which have internal spin-like terms. Their motion in an external
Schwarzschild metric is discussed. The internal spin motion contributes to the
centrifugal force along with the usual orbital angular momentum term and can
severely limit the distance of closest approach to the attractor. An energy-
momentum tensor associated with an aggregate of them is shown to have pri-
marily pressure-like components. A model of the spiral galaxy halos is developed
which can match the observed ‘flat’ rotation curves of some galaxies. The halo
dark matter ‘missing mass’ results from the pressure term’s contribution to the
metric tensor. An addendum to the standard cosmology picture allows an es-
timate of the amount of dark matter; this is in reasonable agreement to that
observed. It is possible that the adopted representation of the internal spin mo-
tion could be replaced by a boson string Lagrangian.
Preliminary remarks: Observational Constraints
There exist many spiral galaxies (including the Milky Way) with ‘dark matter’ halos.
The observational characteristic of spiral galaxy halos are galaxy rotation curves, vrot(r)
consisting of: (1) a central spherical contribution followed by a (roughly) linear part :
vrot(r) = V0(r/r00) for r ≤ r00 ∼ 2 − 4 kpc; (2) a (fairly) ‘smooth’ transition zone
r00 ≤ r ≤ r0 ∼ 4 − 8 kpc; and (3) a “flat” part vrot(r) = V0 for r0 < r ≤ r1 ∼ 16 − 50+
kpc. This outer limit is hard to estimate and in a few cases may be ≥ 100 kpc. A value
V0 ∼ 200 km s−1 characterizes large spirals. [1,2,3,4,5,6]
These rotation velocities1 are interpreted as circular velocities vc, with v
2
c/r = − ∂Ψ/∂r
implying that the the potential is given by
Ψobs ∼= k − v2c ln(r/r0) for r1 ≥ r ≥ r0.
1These are defined by the observed line-of-sight motions of extreme Population I objects such as very
luminous HII regions or HI gas and molecular clouds, known to depart by less than ∼ 5% from circular
orbital velocities vcir(r) in galactic disks outside the very central region. The absence of these objects in the
outer parts of galaxies limits our present knowledge of the rotation curves at large r.
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Alternately, one sets v2cir = GMobs/r where Mobs ∝ r when r ≥ r0 and regards Mobs as a
true mass distribution. No galactic mass distribution compatible with the observed stellar
distributions predicts this behavior in the outer zone.[15] An unseen (‘dark’) matter com-
ponent is usually hypothesized, probably amounting to several times the mass contribution
inferred for the stellar and interstellar matter contribution. There is no evidence that this
‘dark’ matter (DM) interacts with ordinary matter (OM) through electromagnetic interac-
tions or collisions. Because the halos are concentrated, the halo DM must be moving at
non-relativistic velocities v < ∼ 103 − 104 km s−1.
One may also infer that it is not present in the stars of the Milky Way galaxies (and
other galaxies). This is an important observation. Theoretical stellar models developed in
the last fifty years to represent the relationships between masses, radii, luminosities and
ages of field and cluster stars have been quite successful. These basically require as input
specification of the opacity per gram and the energy generation per gram. The presence of
a significant inert DM component contributing to stellar densities would cause these models
to fail to represent observations. An upper limit of the DM contribution to stellar models
is probably about the uncertainty in the He abundances; perhaps ∼ 5%. We infer that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to bind DM in stellar gravitational wells.
There have been many DM proposals [7], including explaining the rotation curve results
by modifying Newtonian dynamics [8] or by introducing a new scalar field [9,25]. The
rationale for introducing yet another model is to additionally explain the absence of DM in
stars, to provide a connection to the DM used in the standard cosmological models (where it
is needed to produce satisfactory nucleosynthesis results [10,11]) and to raise the possibility
of the existence of a radically different new state of matter.
We note that the flat rotation curves are completely equivalent to the expression for
one of the Schwarzschild metric coefficients, Eqn (C3), with an unusual source term. So
the focus is on trying to model this source term. This new state consists of entities which
can carry momentum transverse to the usual (time-like) four-momentum characterizing or-
dinary particles. Using aggregates of such entities, one can explain both the rotation-curve
observations and the absence of DM in the interior regions of galaxies. The parameters used
for fitting the observed rotation curves are interpreted as describing properties of galaxies
moving through a local DM intergalactic medium. This paper is divided into three parts.
To infer properties of DM from the observations, I first use a rather detailed procedure for
determining a form for the source term in GR, the energy momentum tensor T µν . Basically
one starts with the construction of the source term from the equation of motion for a stream
of matter and conservation of mass along it. Averaging collections of such OM streams can
give the standard T µν source term; the lack of need for a thermodynamic equation of state is
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emphasized. In the second part a proposal for DM streams, that they carry momentum in a
direction transverse to its average motion, is explored. Their motion in a central force field
is examined and it shown that they possess an intrinsic angular momentum which prevents
their close approach to the attractor. Finally two different forms for T µν for collections of
DM streams are derived, one of which requires introduction or a term similar to the cos-
mological ‘constant’. A model of a galactic halo is constructed using the other form which
features a dominant ‘false’ pressure term; this model reproduces the observed ‘flat’ rotation
curves.
The Assumed Properties Of Classical Streams.
In the small region2 R of the universe under study there are paths xµ(τ) which are geodesics
( dxµ/dτ ≡ UνUµ;ν = 0, defining the tangent vectors Uµ(τ),) that neither end nor begin inside
the region. We take as a primitive concept a classical isolated stream. It consists of objects
traveling together along such a path. They have the same normalized (time-like) velocity
U . The stream is characterized by a mass density m(xµ(τ)) 6≡ 0 (and a very small but finite
cross-section, ∆3x, which need not be explicitly displayed and can be thought of as constant.
When needed the stream’s internal structure will be represented by a local velocity field,
limited by the cross-section, in which the velocities are parallel to the tangent of the central
geodesic. The normalization of each streamline’s velocity would reflect the relative density
distribution across the stream. We assume that this local field need not be specified except
when interactions with other streams are considered. A stream is used here to represent
only kinematic properties of an aggregate. It is intended to be a limited classical analog of
the quantum mechanical 〈p | p〉, the density distribution of a particular momentum state.
We shall distinguish one stream from another by explicitly adding the subscript label s; the
label s contains all the information needed to identify a particular stream. Primitive streams
are more restricted than vector fields; classically they do not “add” unless they have a point
in common. (However, in appendix A3 the concept of ‘addition ’ is expanded to include
contiguous streams in forming local field averages.)
1. The Representation Of The Energy-Momentum Tensor By Streams.
“...about the dread right-hand side of the Einstein’s equations...” [11]
2For mathematical conventions and details about how sums of streams and orthogonality of contiguous
streams are defined in R see the Appendices: A1-A4.
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For each stream s we define an energy momentum tensor
T µνs ≡ msUµs Uνs
along the path and determine the variation of ms by requiring
(msU
ν);ν ≡ 0, or (1.1a)
dms/dτs +msU
ν
s; ν = 0, (1.1b)
then T µνs ;ν = 0 and T
µν
s can be used as a source term for determining the curvature tensor.
One may show (see the Appendix A5) that Uνs; ν = 0. Then the equations have three
useful forms depending upon the functional form of ms available: (1) steady state one-
dimensional pipe flow:
msvs = constant;
(2) given the fluid form ms(τ) = ms(x(τ)), the equation of mass continuity results,
∂t m+ ~v · ∇m = 0,
where Uµs = Γ(1, ~v); and (3), given the kinetic form ms(τ) = m( x(τ), U
µ(x(τ)) ), Liouville’s
equation results,
[Uµ∂µ − ΓµαβUαUβ(∂/∂Uµ]m = 0,
which plays an extremely important role in interpreting stellar kinematics.[12,13] Each of
these equations hold only on a time-like path xµ(τ).
1.0.1. Ensembles Of Streams
Suppose we have a finite number of streams in a small region R. The conventional pro-
cedure is to treatR as an energy-momentum reservoir and effectively define local fields N¯ , U¯
and T µν extending throughout R as averaged values of the included streams. This averaging
process is really non-trivial and as a consequence, we shall argue that the assumption that
locally a thermodynamic ‘equation-of-state’ is needed is moot.
To introduce fields as mass-averaged quantities representing sums of streams in R, put
Uµs = U¯
µ + δUµs , where
N¯U¯µ = ΣsmsU
µ
s , with N¯ = Σsms and ΣsmsδU
µ
s = 0. (2)
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Here, U¯ and N¯ ≡ √(−g)ρ are fields characterizing the region R, with (N¯U¯ν);ν = 0, giving
the ensemble’s energy density conservation, and
T µν ≡ ΣsT µνs = F µν + P µν , where (3a)
F µν = N¯U¯µU¯ν and P µν = Σsms δU
µ
s δU
ν
s (3b)
with T µν;ν = 0, so that T
µν can be used as a source (energy-momentum) tensor. The trace
is T = gµνT
µν = N¯ , the rest-mass density.
Ordinary matter is characterized by constant momenta locally, Uµs;ξ = 0 (allowing for
coordinate transformations). Now, it is quite remarkable that
P µν;ξ = ΣsδU
µ
s δU
ν
s ms,ξ . (4)
This follows by differentiation by parts and noting that because Uµs;ξ = 0, one has
(δUµs );ξ = −U¯µ;ξ . This means that in small regions the change of P µν with position is
independent of the affine connections, both frame forces and gravitational forces, the mean
velocity U¯µ, and of details of the variations of each δUµs with position, assuming the fluid form
of ms. It is a function only of the stream densities which can be quite variable, and possible
non-kinetic properties. The tensor P µν specifies the variances of the streams’ motions; these
variances depend upon the densities for each species of streams present. There is no reason
to assume these relations are thermodynamic since the selection of streams for the averaging
is not specified.
If the summation and averaging in Eqn(3b) is actually performed then under coordinate
transformations P µν must transform as a tensor of the form hµν(ρ), hµ(ρ)hν(ρ) or h(ρ)gµν .
The lack of dependance on the affine connections means that only the third form, the con-
ventional fluid pressure term, is acceptable when the fluid form of ms is used and isotropy
is assumed.
If the kinetic form of ms is used, then e.g. ms,ξ → ΓαβξUβs (∂ms/∂Uαs ) is permissible.
Then the other two generic forms of P µν are not excluded. Indeed they need to be used in
constructing rigorous kinetic models of galaxies since the various classes of stars exhibit tri-
axial velocity distributions.[14,15]. The quantity P µν is now similar to a hydrodynamic stress
tensor. For non-relativistic fluids, U0s ≈ 1; then the conventional GR approximation,T 00 ∼=
N¯ ; T ij ∼ T 00/c2 ∼= 0, is not useful in many astronomical problems.
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The Contentious Nature Of The ‘Equation Of State’.
Normally we treat ensembles of streams which are locally isotropic and have the property
that in its rest frame T µν is diagonal, (A,B,B,B), with all four elements positive. Then one
may always write formally T µν = (ρ+ p)UµUν − pgµν and regard the requirement T µν;ν = 0,
as an ‘equation of state’. But by construction Eqns.(3) exactly define a source function with
T µν;ν = 0; no thermodynamic interpretation is needed. If we choose a standard background
model which locally admits integrals of motion expressing the constancy of quantities like
energy Es or angular momentum J
µ
s along a stream then the summations in Eqn s.(2,3)
can be replaced by integrations over frequency distributions of the conserved quantities [e.g.
Σs →
∫
dEs f(Es − E¯) ] with T µν;ν = 0 preserved. Again, no equation of state is needed.
The real problem is that while the summations are sufficient, resulting in values for
all components of P µν in a particular coordinate system, they do not determine a generic
form for its tensor representation. If P µν is spatially isotropic, then an empirical form
such as h(ρ)gµν for P µν can be adopted, provided constraint equations are also introduced,
gµνh(ρ),ν + F
µν
;ν = 0, so that T
µν
;ν = 0 holds. If F
µν is assumed appropriately simplified
because of isotropy (or choice of Lorentz frame), these four constraints may be reduced to
one, an “equation-of-state”. If P µν is not spatially isotropic, the kinetic representation of
ms(τ) is needed and the four constraints may not collapse into one; the scalar representation
of the pressure would be inappropriate. In the stream representation, once the fluid form of
ms(τ) is adopted and specified, the form of h(ρ) is specified up to an additive constant by
the differential constraint.
We emphasize that a ‘true’ pressure term only arises when the tensor P µν is included;
often in astronomical applications this tensor is ignored because p/c2 ≈ 0. Consequently,
when the standard fluid source term is used in these cases, the constraint T µν;ν = 0 simply
means conservation of mass and nothing more.
We infer, then, that the introduction of a T µν for DM , even when written in standard
fluid form, does not require a thermodynamic interpretation.
Boundary Conditions.
The generic form used T µν = (ρ+p)UµUν−pgµν is actually ambiguous; because it represents
a solution of differential equations T µν;ν = 0, one may always introduce a constant λ by adding
−λgµν to Tµν, allowing the substitutions p→ pˆ = p+ λ, ρ→ ρˆ = ρ− λ. So λ must always
be assigned; this modifies the physical interpretation of the p− ρ relation. We suggest that
when this fluid form of T µν is introduced one should interpret T µν;ν = 0 as defining δp, given
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δρ. Properly, one may introduce a λs term for each stream, if boundary conditions warrant
it. Then for an ensemble, a 〈λs〉 term may be used, and this, depending on e.g. the streams’
energy distribution, may not be a constant. Normally, boundary conditions apply only to
an ensemble; then λ is constant.
2. The Representation Of Dark Matter By Streams
We suggest that DM is a relic of a prior stage of the universe in which some matter
streams transported space-like momenta and could travel along the space-like geodesics with
tangent velocities proportional to their momenta. Something happened. In the present
universe these DM streams now travel upon time-like geodesics, with U0 > 0, but must
carry the excess momentum along with them. We examine a mechanism for doing so.
So far we have dealt only with the components of a stream’s momentum that are aligned
with the flow along a time-like geodesic. There is no transport of additional momentum (such
as carried by ‘eddies’). We will use the term ‘transverse momentum’ to refer to momentum
components orthogonal to a stream’s (time-like) tangent vector that accompany the motion
along the time-like stream. By using ‘close’ pairs of streams, we show such transport can
be defined. These will be our candidates for DM when the total momentum associated
with a pair is space-like. We shall eventually see that the transported transverse momenta
contribute to the source terms T µν the equivalent of large pressure terms.
2.1. The Transport Of Transverse Momentum.
While (field) vectors at a point can be added we cannot really do the same for streams,
because two streams can ‘intersect’ at most only at isolated points and we cannot add vectors
at different points. But two streams may be contiguous in a very small region, ∆V, and we
may: (1) regard momenta transport in this region to be that of the sum of the two streams
as if they did actually overlap; and (2), define orthogonality for non-intersecting streams
(See Appendix A5 for details.) With this understanding, we may talk of the ‘addition’ of
the momenta of contiguous streams.
The total momenta of any stream K shall be represented by a pair of close streams: (1)
a time-like xµ(τ) stream (with tangent Uµ(τ))defining the direction of the usual momentum
flow along a time-like path with U0 > 0; and (2), a space-like xµ(σ) local stream with
tangent Sµ(σ) representing the direction of the transverse momenta being transported, with
U · S = 0; by ‘local’ we mean xµ(σ) has no physical significance outside of ∆V.
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As a guide, conservation of momentum for K at a path point can be conventionally
represented by
m(x)Kµ = m(x) · (a¯Uµ + b¯Sµ), (5)
where a¯, b¯ are factors to allow us to adopt the normalizations K2 = ±1, 0, U2 = 1, S2 =
−1. We consider local Lorentz frames for which K0, U0 > 0. [For any such pair, we can
choose a particular Lorentz frame in which S0 = 0.] We focus on the case when K is space-
like, K2 = −1 There is a one parameter set of (U, S) satisfying eqn (5) but the ambiguity
of choice is not serious for determining a¯, b¯ when the U−motion is non-relativistic. (see
Appendix B1.) For the halo DM choose as a representative K = Γ(k, 0, 0, 1); then one has
a¯ ∼= Γk, b¯ ∼= Γ.
A model using two-stream transport to replace the stream K, will be the basis for
representing DM. The significance of K is that it enforces the conservation of 4-momentum
given by Eqn(5) for streams in a local neighborhood. From the concentration of DM in
the halos of galaxies and in clusters of galaxies, we infer that DM exhibits sub-relativistic
velocities there and we need not represent DM by space-like geodesics alone.
We define a unit of DM to be a pair of U and S streams that are contiguous in some
small region ∆V. The pair follows the path described by the U vector. The S−vector path
has no physical significance outside of ∆V since it represents transverse momentum (defined
by Eqn(5)) transported by the U -stream; It does contribute to the local energy-momentum
tensor.
2.2. The Streams’ Action Principle.
Eqn(5) is really too restrictive to be used as a starting point, for once a¯, b¯ are given
specification of any one of the three vectors determines the other two (in a preferred Lorentz
frame). So we delay satisfying Eqn(5). In its place we consider two independent streams U ,
time-like, S, space-like, with U ·S = 0 required when the two streams are very close in a small
volume ∆V. (See Appendix 4.) The vectors are tangent to the central paths xµ(τ), xµ(σ),
resp. of the streams. Again xµ(σ) has no physical significance outside of ∆V. The new twist
we add is that from the point of view of a traveler along one of the paths, say xµ(τ), in ∆V
when close to the other stream, xµ(σ), he/she sees that stream as extended so that the other
tangent vector Sµ also represents a local vector field parallel to Sµ representing the internal
structure of the stream. (See Appendix A5.)
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It is now fairly straightforward to set an action integral for a pair of streams and use
the variation of the action to give the equations for the two different paths.
For the two stream combination the kinetic part of the action is taken to be of the form:
As = c2
∫
∆x1
∫
∆x2
∫
dσ
∫
dτ [Lσ + Lτ + LUS, ]
with the variation
δAs = c2
∫
∆x1
∫
∆x2 [
∫
dσ
∫
dτ Kτ +
∫
dτ
∫
dσ Kσ]
where
Kτ = δ[Lτ + LUS]/δτ, Kσ = δ[Lσ + LUS]/δσ
(and dτdσ = −dσdτ if we regard differentials as one-forms). We use
Lτ = m0(x) [gµνUµUν − 1], Lσ = m1(x) [gµνSµSν + 1], and
LUS = m2(x) gµνUµSν . (A5)
Here m0, m1, m2 are arbitrary functions, Lagrange multipliers ( of dimensions of ML
−4); m0
[or m1] need be defined only along the path x
µ(τ) [or xµ(σ)]. After the variation of the
action is done we shall restrict them by requiring (m0U
µ);µ = 0, (m1S
µ);µ = 0, the mass
conservation conditions along the paths. Also set m0(x) = a¯ m(x) and m1(x) = b¯ m(x) to
permit establishing the momentum conservation conditions of Eqn(5).
We set m2 ≡ √(m0 m1)f(x), where f(x) is arbitrary. Containing a cut-off factor, it
determines the size of ∆V (by the requirement m2 = 0 outside) and, as we shall see, specifies
the local field shapes carried by Sµ and Uµ.
2.2.1. The Geodesic Equations.
The geodesic equations specify how the two streams entangle within ∆V. One has, for
the specified Lagrangian:
m0(x)dUˆ
µ/dτ = Uˆ bUˆµ;b = g
µa(m2S)[b,a]Uˆ
b; (6a)
m1(x)dSˆ
µ/dσ = SˆbSˆµ;b = g
µa(m2U)[b,a]Sˆ
b. (6b)
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Here, we have used the notation: Uˆµ = m0(x)U
µ; Sˆµ = m1(x)S
µ; S[b,a] ≡ 12 [Sb,a−Sa,b];
where m0, m1, m2 are arbitrary functions.
3 In Eqn(6a,b) we put m2 = 0 outside of ∆V
because the streams are entangled only inside the region. Since orthogonality can only be
defined a small region, we may also regard disregard the solution Sˆµ = 0 outside, when
m2 = 0 in Eqn(6b). [ Sˆ
µ itself has no physical significance outside, since Sˆµ represents the
transverse momentum carried by Uˆ b. ]
In much more conventional notation, both equations are of the form:
d~v/dt = ~v × ~B (7)
which represents the motion of an ion in a magnetic field. Choosing an orientation such
that ~B only has a z−component, B, the usual ‘guiding center’ approximation is to take the
helical motion as disjoint; e.g. vz = const., vx = v0 sinBt, vy = v0 cosBt , treating B as
not varying much in a gyro-radius. We use this ‘guiding center’ approximation taking the
spin rate as fast. We also take out a common factor m(z −Uzτ)2 [see Eqn(5)] from the two
equations and look at the remaining axis-symmetric representation of the helical motions.
This guiding center approximation strictly requires that (Uˆ0)2−(Uˆz)2, (Sˆz)2−(Sˆ0)2 are
constants; these vector components will be taken as slowly varying functions of t, z so that
the spinning is confined to the x − y plane. [In a more general Lorentz frame S0 need not
vanish.] A simple solution is discussed in Appendix B2. A summary is that the two streams,
U, S need not intersect but‘ braid’ similar to the helices in DNA, the factor m(z − Uzτ)
determining the ‘length’ of the braid. However, the radii of gyration of the two streams are
quite different: ̟S =
√
k ̟U . Each point on the x
µ(τ) helix can be associated with its
‘opposite’ point on the xµ(σ) helix. The function f(x) in m2 determines the effective value
of B within ∆V, the narrow sheath around the braided streams; it is related to the streams’
internal structure.
3. The Orbital Motions Of DM For a Schwarzschild Metric.
The DM discussion so far is for the momentum distribution of ‘braided’ streams in
a local neighborhood. Instead of solving Eqns(6a,b) directly in the vicinity of a central
attractive source we adapt the local guiding center approximation,using the ‘z’ direction to
3The quantities (m2S)[b,a], (m2U)[b,a] represent differential operators on the local fields Sµ, Uµ, really
defined by images, since Eqns (6a,b) each refer to points on two different curves; for a solution see Appendix
A5.
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correspond to the mean path a braided pair follows in the gravitational field. We assume
the Milky Way galaxy is represented by an exterior Schwarzschild metric and its halo by a
DM interior Schwarzschild metric. One has:
dτ 2 = B(r)dt2 − A(r)dr2 − r2dθ2 − r2 sin θ2dφ2, (10)
where A−1 ≡ 1 − 2GM(r)/r ≡ 1 − 2Φ, and we write B ≡ 1 − 2Ψ, its precise form being
discussed in Appendix C. For the exterior Schwarzschild solution, one has AB = 1 and
Ψ = Φ.
3.0.1. The Integrals Of Motion.
First we show DM cannot approach the inner regions of a gravitational field represented
by a Schwarzschild model.
Use the guiding-center approximation for representing the local motion of a braided
stream pair. If we average over the spinning, the mean value of Uµ defines the both the axis
and the geodesic along which they translate. Call the tangent to this geodesic V µ and take
this local axial direction to lie along the geodesic curve dV µ/dτ = 0. At a point (r, φ, θ),
suppose the tangent vector components are (V r, V φ, V θ). We take V θ = 〈Uθ〉 = 0 to simplify
the algebra. Then there is a plane of orthogonal vectors W given by w(wˆr, wˆφ, wˆθ) where
W µWµ = w
2 and
wˆr = −(vt/v) cosα, (r sin θ) wˆφ = (V r/v) cosα, r wˆθ = sinα (11a)
with
vt = V
φr sin θ, v2 = v2t + (V
r)2; (11b)
here, w and α are arbitrary. We may use this notation to represent the spinning portion
of U by setting α = ϕ(τ) and w → wu = ̟0Uϕ (in cylindrical notation)4 [And we may
treat Sµ similarly using w → ws = (b/a)wu and αs = αu + π. ] Then one has dV µ/dτ =
d〈(Uµ − W µ)〉/dτ = 0 as representing the usual restriction for a tangent vector along a
geodesic. The four geodesic integrals of motion for V
Lv = r
2 sin2 θV φ; J2v = r
4(V θ)2 + L2v/ sin
2 θ;
ǫv = V
tB; −Nv = A(V r)2 − ǫ2v/B + J2v/r2;
4The values of wu, ws are also given by the expressions for U
y, Sy in Appendix B2.
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written in terms of the components of U,W become:
ǫv ≡ U tB; (12a)
Lv ≡ r2 sin2 θ〈(Uφ − wuwˆφ)〉 or L¯v ∼= r2 sin2 θ 〈Uφ〉; (12b)
J2v ≡ r4[〈(δUθ)2〉+ w2u〈wˆ2θ〉] + [L¯2v + r4w2u〈wˆ2φ〉]/ sin2 θ; (12c)
−Nv ≡ A[〈U r〉2 + w2u〈wˆ2r〉]− ǫ2v/B + J2v /r2. (12d)
Here ǫv, Lv, Jv, Nv are constants of integration,and we put 〈cosα〉 ∼= 0 and 〈cos2 α〉 ∼=
1/2. Normally one orients the coordinate axes such that sin θ = 1 with 〈Uθ〉 = 0. We assume
〈(δUθ)2〉 = 0. Then Eqn(12c) requires w2u to be of the form: w2u = 2W 2u/r2 where W 2u is a
constant. Putting Nv = 1 and introducing the constant orbital energy E by ǫ2v = 1+2E , one
rewrites (Eq12d) in the more familiar form:
(U r)2 +W 2u/r
2 + L2v/r
2 − 2Ψ ∼= 2E . (13)
The orbital motion described by Eqn (12d) is controlled by the form of B adopted and not
by the form of A ≈ 1 (to an accuracy of 1 part in ∼ 10−6 when we are far from a central
singularity). The reason we get the extra angular momentum term in Eqn(13) is because
Uµ does not follow the classical geodesic; we do not have dUµ/dτ = 0 for all components of
the motion.
There is an equivalent discussion for the components of Sµ. One introduces a vector
V¯ µ = 〈Sµ −W µs 〉, etc. Both V µ and V¯ µ may contribute to the energy momentum tensor.
While both bound and unbound paths are permitted by Eqn(13) we shall consider only
unbound motions, 2E = V 20 ≥ 0. [ Bound paths would require an additional mechanism for
specifying DM energy loss.] The value of V 20 is determined at very large distances r = rq
where Ψ ≪ V 20 . Then normally one puts (U r)2 = V 20 = 〈v2〉/3 the mean squared speed
representing turbulent motions. We expect the mean transverse ‘spin’ velocity W 2u/r
2
q = w
2
u
to be also set by the local turbulent velocity, w2u ≤ (2/3)〈v2〉, because the spin term is always
dynamically coupled to the motion. In effect we shall assume that the spin energy of DM in
a thermodynamic enclosure equilibrates with the translational degrees of freedom.
Both terms contribute to determining the minimum value of r = rp. For example, for
the Milky Way galaxy (with
√
Ψ ≃ 200 km/s at ∼ 8 kpc) an entering OM object with
vradial ∼= 0, vtransverse = 20 km/s at R = 50 kpc will pass within ∼ 3.3 kpc of the galactic
center, but a DM object which has additionally an internal ‘spin’ velocity of wu = 25 km/s
at R = 50 kpc can only approach within 10 kpc of the galactic center.
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In order for such objects to usefully represent the DM halo of the MW galaxy, which
starts at ∼ 4 − 8 kpc, one requires the halo DM to possess very low spacial velocities as
well as very low spin velocities, wu ≤∼ 33 km/s at large distances, R ≥ 50 kps. This is
‘cold’ DM. For the DM halo to have a fairly sharp inner boundary the spin velocity should
be dominant. If these velocity limits are exceeded, the galactic halo forms further out.
In summary, unlike ordinary matter, DM carries along with itself an ‘spin’ energy term,
W = 1
2
W 2u/r
2. This contributes to the centrifugal barrier the DM experiences and prevents
its orbit from approaching as close to the central attractor as the orbit of OM does. All DM
orbits are taken to have positive energy; the braided streams cannot be captured. One may
consider that the effective potential is Ψeff = Ψ−W with the orbital speed (corresponding
to uz of Appendix B1) being given by v
2 = (U r)2 + J2u/r
2.
[ The integrals of motion for Sµ are of precisely the same form (with N = −1). Since
the Lorentz frame is that of the central source being at rest, one must allow for a S0 term;
we shall assume it to be small. Also because ws < wu ,one hasWs < Wu , and at the turning
point U r(rp) = 0 one has, in general (S
r)2(rp) > 0. In our model the path x
µ(σ) has only
significance in the vicinity of xµ(τ) and its extension to values of r < rp should be ignored.
The portion of Sµ, representing motion perpendicular to the spin (and called Sz in Sec 3.2)
is given by (Sz)2 = (Sr)2 + J2s /r
2. [In the usual cases of interest since Ws is small and (S
z)2
is large compared to Ψ, the approximation (Sz)2 ∼= constant is good at distances from the
central attractor much larger than the Schwarzschild radius.]
4. Description Of The Halo Model.
We regard a galactic halo as the response of the local intergalactic medium to the
presence of a concentrated OM gravitational source, similar to the Debye sphere surrounding
an ion in a plasma. Introducing a spherical coordinate system, the background model used
for r > rq is an Einstein cosmology i.e. using a Robertson-Walker metric with a non-
zero cosmological constant. This represents the local intergalactic medium. For r < ∼ rp
we assume a central singularity, characterized by the exterior Schwarzschild metric; this
represents a galaxy. For the galactic halo, rp ≤ r ≤ rq, we use an interior Schwarzschild
metric , with an energy momentum tensor specified by DM only. The first task is to calculate
this DM energy-momentum tensor. The second is to calculate from this the density and
pressure in the halo (see Appendix B3). The actual halo structure, the values of the metric
components, is then outlined in Appendix C.
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4.1. The DM Energy-Momentum Tensor For a Braided Pair.
As before in dealing with ordinary matter, we consider only streams that do not ter-
minate in the volume under study, so Uˆν;ν = Sˆ
ν
;ν = 0, expressing mass conservation. For the
solution of Eqns(6a,b) one finds that the two equations effectively differed only by multiplica-
tive constants (the square of the scale lengths). Since T µν is found by summing all streams
within a small volume, the distinction between the two paths is not relevant. Correcting for
this scale difference, the difference between the two equations vanishes. [See Eqns(B5a,b).]
Therefore, we consider as (a fundamental part of) the energy momentum tensor for a single
braided stream:
ǫ(a2 + b2)a2m0T˜
µν
s = a
2 Uˆµs Uˆ
ν
s − b2 Sˆµs Sˆνs ≡ a2m0 [m0Uµs Uνs −m1Sµs Sνs ], (14a)
where the multiplicative constants a, b satisfy a2m0 ≡ b2m1. [ For halo DM , m0 =
kΓm, m1 = Γm and a
2 = Γ, b2 = kΓ. See Sec 3.1.] Also, ǫ = ±1; provisionally,we choose
ǫ = +1, so that T˜ ≡ m > 0. Using the coordinate system used in discussing the guiding
center solution, one finds T˜ xx = T˜ yy = 0 so that the ‘spinning’ motion in the xy−plane does
not act as a source term for a gravitational field. [This reflects the fact that Us, Ss were
designed to be a representation of the vector Ks, Eqn (5), which has no x, y, components in
this frame.] Also, T˜ µνs ;ν = 0 follows because of the requirement Uˆ
ν
s ;ν = Sˆ
ν
s ;ν = 0.
[ For OM carrying small amounts of transverse momentum, one has m1/m0 = v ≪ 1,
(see Appendix A6), and we can exclude the SµSν terms, recovering the form used in Sec.
2. For DM one has m0/m1 = k ≪ 1 and to good approximation we can exclude the UµUν
term.]
An Averaged Local Energy Momentum Tensor.
In a local Lorentz frame the only stream components contributing to T˜ µν are: U0s , U
z
s , S
0
s , S
z
s .
For ‘adding’ isotropic ensembles of similar DM streams in a small region to form volume
field averages we can follow the same procedures used in Sec. 2. From the variance in the
distributions of Uµs , we get conventional pressure and internal energy terms expressed by the
tensor P µν of Eqn(3b). For simplicity we shall ignore these terms. One finds the leading
terms5 are:
5We can set a particular S0s ≡ 0 only in one rest frame. So for an ensemble of braided streams one really
get an extra term δT˜ 00 = −m¯1N〈(S0)2〉 which we will assume is small.
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〈T˜ 00〉 = +m¯0N〈a2(U0)2〉, 〈T˜ xx〉 = 〈T˜ yy〉 = 〈T˜ zz〉 ∼= −m¯1N〈b2(Sz)2〉/3, (14b)
with 〈T˜ µν〉 = 0 otherwise. Here m¯0, m¯1 are average stream mass densities; N is the average
number of braided streams in a unit volume; and 〈(Sz)2〉 is an average of the squared value
of that component of S which is normal to the spin-plane in the guiding center solution.
Neglecting contributions from the variances of the motion distributions, we do not have
a real pressure term. The ensemble average may be represented by the usual ideal fluid
representation T µνfluid = (ρ¯ + p¯)U¯
µU¯ν − p¯gµν , but now p¯ is negative. The DM fluid acts to
assist compression and resist expansion. The term p¯ is not really a pressure, but historically
T µνfluid has been treated as if it were representing a real fluid. We shall refer to p¯ as the false
pressure, and similarly ρ¯ as the false density.
The Alternate Local DM Energy Momentum Tensor For Cosmology.
We now show that a conventional form for T µν , with an effective positive p¯ is possible if we
add extra terms, including a cosmological ‘constant’ term to the source terms. First consider
T µνalt ≡ 〈T¯ µν〉+ qa〈V µV ν〉 (15a)
where V is that component of U without spin normalized so that V αVα = 1; it satisfies
V µν;ν = 0 ( See Sec 4.0.1. ) Choose qa = |p¯|/〈(V 0)2〉. Then we get rid of the anti-expansion
term by using some subterfuge. Let’s define
T µνdark ≡ T µνalt − λ(p)gµν . (16a)
One has that T 00dark = ρ+ qa〈(V 0)2〉 − λ ≡ ρˆ and T zzdark ∼= p+ qa〈(V z)2〉+ λ ≡ pˆ. Choose
λ = −p > 0; Then T 00dark = ρ = ρˆ > 0 and e.g. T zzdark = qa〈(V z)2〉 = pˆ > 0 . We may now
include the usual pressure and internal energy terms associated with P µν , expressing the
variances in the velocity distributions. (See Sec.1.) In the local rest frame all terms of T µνdark
are diagonal and positive and we can therefore write
T µνdark = (ρˆ+ pˆ)U
µν − pˆgµν (16b)
as for a normal fluid. But then we must rewrite Einstein’s equation as
Rµν − gµν/2 = 8πG〈T µνalt 〉 = 8πG T µνdark + Λgµν , (15b)
where we have put λ = Λ/(8πG), regarding this term as part of the rest of Einstein
field equations not obviously associated with the source term. It is necessary to add the
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extra term because λ is not a constant but really varies as p does. It’s variability makes no
difference because in Eqn(15b) we have added and subtracted the same term in the RHS
of the equation. So we have a ‘normal’ fluid representation of the dark matter providing
we also introduce a cosmological term into Einstein’s field equations. We suggest that this
is the form implicitly used for representing DM in constructing our standard cosmological
models.
A Criterion For T µνs , Allowing The Choice ǫ < 0 for DM.
Since symmetric tensors can be added to a proposed T˜ µνs a criterion for an acceptable form
of it would be useful; T˜ µνs;ν = 0 is not sufficient. Starting with an initial stream momentum
vector Kˆµs , consider a local isotropic ensemble of similar streams, for which the orientation
of the space part of the vector is random, and form the average of the proposed T˜ µνs form. [
Equivalently, consider a representation of Kˆµs averaged over all possible spacial orientations
of the local Lorentz frame.] Then 〈T˜ µν〉 is diagonal with equal space components. Add λgµν
to it where λ = 〈T˜ zz〉. The resulting sum T µνE then has only one component, T 00E ; in the
case of the stream source term of Eqn(14a), one finds
T 00E = ǫN (m0 −m1/3) ≡ gµνT µνE . (17)
This construct emphasizes Einstein’s original focus on the T 00 = ρeff as the source of
the gravitational field with the other components of T µν ignorable. [Einstein “The Meaning
Of Relativity, 5th ed.] For an attractive gravitational field, using Eqn(14a) one must choose
ǫ = −1 for DM if m1 > 3m0.( Or, one must add an additional term to Eqn (14a).) The ideal
fluid representation for an ensemble of DM streams represents a source of possible confusion;
ρ¯, p¯ need not be functionally related, but simply constrained by T˜ µνs;ν = 0. We cannot use
this construct directly in all applications because λ 6= constant.
We adopt Eqn(14a), with ǫ = −1 for representing DM in the remainder of this paper.
We have T µνfluid = (ρ¯+ p¯)U¯
µU¯ν − p¯gµν , but now the false pressure p¯ is positive and the false
density ρ¯ is negative. We have neglected contributions from the variances of the various
velocity distributions.
4.2. Representation Of The Averaged T µν In The DM Halo Model.
In this very simple halo model we assume no OM and only one type of DM, that for
which the energetics at r ≥ rq are given by K : Γ(k, 0, 0, 1) in a local Cartesian frame ; See
Eqns(5). The DM follows orbits satisfying the integrals of motion; see Eqns(9a,b,c,d). We
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choose r = rp to be the turning point of a representative stream U
r(rp) = 0; at that radius,
(Sr(rp))
2 > 0 (See Section 4.0.1). For r ≤ rp the solution for Sµ has no physical significance
and one may take T µν = 0.
In the annular region rp ≤ r ≤ rq, one specifies the halo T µν by the change of the halo
T µν from its value in the background model at r = rq caused by the compression of the
pressure in this inner region. For DM one has p > |ρ|. We may write for the typical spacial
diagonal component of δT µν at the halo point ra ≥ rp,
δT xxa = m¯a NaP¯a − m¯q NqP¯q. (17)
Here m¯ is an average stream density, N is the number of streams in a unit volume and
P¯ represents an average value of the square of the ‘speed’ s2 ≡ (Sr)2+J2s /r2 along the paths
xµs (σs); it corresponds to〈(Sz)2〉/3 of Eqn(15). Using the steady state one dimensional pipe
flow; one has m¯q/m¯a = sa/sq. A similar expression holds for δT
00 in terms of the average
value of (U0)2.
With these considerations, the radial dependence of δp(r), δρ(r) can be found to repre-
sent a spherical halo resulting from infall from intergalactic space. See Appendix B3. Using
these values for the source terms, the radial variations of the metric elements A(r), B(r) are
given in Appendix C. The predicted halo rotation curve is given by Eqn.(C3).
5. Results.
A ‘flat’ rotation curve is the Einstein equation, Eqn(C3), for one of the metric coefficients
when the pressure term p (1) is ∝ 1/r2; and (2) dominates over the classic Newtonian
potential Φ(r). Its applicability is confined to the outside of galaxies by an assumed property
of DM. We require that its constituents each have intrinsic angular velocity which, combined
with orbital angular velocity, form a centrifugal barrier to prevent close approach to the
center of attraction.
All galaxies should have halos. A model halo starts at Rh = r
2
av
2
a/GM0; an upper limit
to the extent of these models is set by the gravitational fields of its nearest neighbors. A low
mass galaxy should have its DM halo starting well beyond its visible structure. Ordinary
matter entrained with the DM can fall into the region r < Rh. A high mass galaxy may have
its structure begin inside its visible structure. The Milky Way probably is such a galaxy. So
far, observations of other large spirals suggest values Rh ∼ 4− 8.
If the DM has low orbital angular momentum, there is an outer halo ‘free-fall’ zone and
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an inner halo zone in which conservation of angular momentum controls its radial velocity.
For DM this inner zone has a lower bound specified by the intrinsic angular momentum of
the DM; it cannot enter the region in which the main bulk of the galaxy’s OM resides. While
one expects OM to constitute ∼ Ωb/Ωd ∼ 1/6 [16] of the halo density at large r it does not
have intrinsic angular momentum and will fall through the halo boundary.
In the halo’s large outer free-fall zone, r⋆b < r < ra, where the ‘false’ pressure, p ∝ 1/r2,
is dominant, one finds that the observed vcir is nearly constant . See Eqn (C3b). The exact
departure from strict constancy depends upon the contribution from the potential of the
central galaxy mitigated by (negative) contributions from DM density terms. In the inner
halo zone the rotation curve is given by Eqn(C3a) and p ∼= constant. In this region the
transition from the central galaxy’s rotation to the halo’s rotation may be quite abrupt,
because the zone may be relatively small in extent.
As an example, we construct a simple representation for the Milky Way galaxy’s rota-
tion curve for r ≥ 6 kpc. For the galaxy, we assume V (r)2 = GM0/r, with V (6 kpc) =
220 km s−1. The halo model uses Rh = 8 kpc as the effective edge of the halo, with η = 1/2
(so no DM can go below ∼ 4 kpc and the boundary between the inner and outer halo zones
is at r⋆b = 12 kpc). We use the lowest order approximations
6 discussed in Appendix B3; in
this case one sets v2h = 4πG(pa + ρa)r
2
a for r > Rh. We chose vh = 175 km s
−1. Then for
r = 8, 12, 20, 48 kpc one gets, using v2cir = V (r)
2 + v2h, that vcir
∼= 190, 230, 210, 190 km s−1,
resp., with vcir → vh at larger r. This represents the ‘flat’ portion of the rotation curve, the
observed flatness resulting from using a straight line average of the observations. (e.g. See
[17].)
This agrees with the MW rotation curve points depicted in [18]. There is some leeway.
For the Milky Way galaxy, a spatially averaged rotation curve is not available and it is known
that some inner regions on opposite sides of the galaxy exhibit differing rotation curves [ 15].
Also, estimates of the luminous massM0(r) differ by a factor of two [18,19,20,21 ]. A fit to
the data used in the rotation curve of [17] would favor Rh = 6 kpc. [ The above calculation
used k ≡ |ρ|/p = 0. Use of k up to 0.15 gives about the same results. ]
Using va ∼ 30 km s−1, the rotation curve parameters used correspond to the theoretical
value pa/c
2 ∼ 1.5 × 10−26 g cm−3 at ra ∼ 50 kpc or pa/c2 ∼ 0.5 × 10−26 g cm−3 at ra ∼ 80
kpc. We have no good way of choosing either value ra, but both estimate for pa/c
2 looks
reasonable. [ The smaller distance corresponds to an assumed shock radius at which we
have suggested pa ∼ 1− 10 pq where pq is the effective density of DM in intergalactic space.]
6These greatly simplify the the detailed halo calculations in the range r = 4 − 7 kpc where the halo
contributions are very small and are good approximations in the range r = 9− 12 kpc.
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These should be compared to other appropriate densities [23,24]. The limiting cosmological
critical density is ρc ∼ 10−29g cm−3. The mean densities of luminous matter in clusters of
galaxies are ∼ 10−26 − 10−28 g cm−3; This is on the order of our estimate for pq.
The false pressure in the inner halo pb = pa(ra/R0)
2 ≈ 50 − 100 pa corresponds to a
density ∼ 10−24−10−25 g cm−3 which is comparable the OM mean density of the MW galaxy
distributed inside a sphere of 10 kpc radius, 〈ρ〉 ∼ 10−24 g cm−3. For pb >∼ 〈ρ〉/10 we found
that the rotational velocity does not decrease in the inner halo region accounting for the
observed abrupt transition in the galaxies’ rotation curves.
6. Discussion.
6.0.1. The Need For Observations.
Of the three needed quantities, pa, ra, va, (with par
2
a = pb(r
⋆
b )
2) present observations of
spirals give Rh = r
2
av
2
a/GM0 and vcir(ra) =
√
(4πGpar
2
a); they do not determine ra or pa
separately. Here, va is the mean speed of the DM peculiar velocities at r = ra. Then v
2
cir/Rh
determines M0 or pa/v2a if the other is known. Often M0 can be estimated from the rising
portion of the rotation curve.aries on a cosmological time scale.
There are two choices for ra. The larger is something smaller than half the mean distance
to nearby substantive galaxies where the potential of the central galaxy dominates over its
neighbors. Observations of DM lensing [22 ] in earlier epochs are modeled with ra > 100 kpc.
In the case of the MW galaxy,, which exhibits a flat rotation curve at ∼ 200 km s−1, one has
limits set by disturbances at ∼ 60 kpc by the dwarf galaxies LMC & SMC, and at ∼ 700
kpc by M33; evidently the assumption of a spherical gravitation potential would would be
crude and useful only in selected directions. A study of MW ‘halo’ objects suggests the halo
changes character at ∼ 30 kpc and might extend to ∼ 120 kpc [13].
In general there is a problem in using for ra a large fraction of the mean spacing (∼ 103
kpc) between galaxies since one must have pa > ρc, the critical cosmological density. The
value of pa actually should be set by local cosmological evolution. Choosing a very large
ra would cause the observed ‘flat’ portion of the rotation curve vcir ∝ ra√pa to be very
large. Consequently, in text we have favored the view that ra is set by the stagnation radius
of a discontinuity traveling in front of a moving galaxy and used ra ∼ 5 − 20 Rh when
vcir ≥∼ 200 km s−1.
This shock proposal needs verification. What are urgently needed are observations of
galactic halos at very low surface brightness. Because OM and DM matter are mixed, the
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shock discontinuities occurring because of the galaxies’ motions through the intergalactic
medium should be illuminated by Hα emission. Such observations could determine ra, and
possibly pa and v
2
a.
The deduction par
2
a = pb(r
⋆
b )
2 can be indirectly tested. [ It holds only if the DM is truly
non-reactive and the attracting galaxy has a spherical symmetric potential.] The future
reduction of the GAIA observations should be able to establish V (r) and the Oort constants
A,B,C,K ,amended by ∂V i/∂z, in the annulus r = 8±2 kpc both in the plane and at heights
∼ 1 kpc above it. This should allow separation of the galactic and the halo potential fields
and specification of the DM interior halo structure with a determination of the parameter
ρb(r
⋆
b )
2; this would establish a value for k ≡ ρb/pb. We have assumed k is small in calculating
rotation curves and that it is an intrinsic property of undisturbed DM. Also more accurate
observations of other galaxies’ rotation curves corresponding to the inner part of their halos
could be used to calibrate the value of the DM density.
We see no reason to assume pa, v
2
a are nearly constant or obey scaling laws reflecting
spherical symmetry in the galactic halos exhibiting gravitational lensing because there is
no obvious mechanism to enforce these requirements in the outskirts of very large systems
in reasonable timescales. One also notes that because of past galaxy-galaxy collisions, it
would be impossible to rule out the presence of DM inside galactic disks and their possible
contribution to the broad disk population and to spiral arm densities.
6.0.2. Theoretical Considerations.
This model of the DM source term requires two parameters: (1) η which specifies a
relation between the internal rotation velocity and the r.m.s. thermal velocity; and (2), k =
|ρ|/p. It is possible that k varies on cosmological time scales. If the suggested cosmological
representation T µνdark is valid, then Λ ∼ p is not constant and the Standard Model needs re-
examination. The observed [16,24 ] cosmological parameters of the Standard Model Ωd/ΩΛ ≈
0.15/h2 ∼ 0.3 would then represent an averaged k ; it would very likely represent the value
of k when nucleosynthesis was frozen out, T ∼ 1 − 5 Mev. Our (preliminary) calculations
for the MW rotation curve suggest k ≤ 0.15 presently.
The unusual stream approach adopted in Part 1 was adopted because it directly gives a
formulation for T µν . The essence of the argument is that we can construct T µν by combining
the equations of motion and conservation of mass for single streams. The forms for T µν
found for DM follow this procedure.
A third quantity f , a classical ‘form factor’, specifies the internal structure of the
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streams; it gives the density of the streamlines within a stream. If Sµ is replaced by the
more conventional notation Aµ and f → e, a constant charge, one gets the standard rep-
resentation [26] of a particle moving in a magnetic field. Indeed the requirement Sµ;µ = 0
(or Uµ;µ = 0), specifying that a path is neither created nor destroyed in a local region is the
usual radiation gauge condition in disguise (∂tφ+∇ · ~A = 0). What is surprising is not that
S acts as a vector potential for U but that U acts as a vector potential for S; this is not
standard electromagnetic theory in disguise.
From the Lagrangian formalism, a particle physicist would normally regard the term
LUS as describing a short range interaction with f(x) determining the local ‘force’ between
two fields. This interpretation is not strictly germane to this model, but f does determine
the ‘spin’ rate of the two braided streams. Since 2
∮
dϕ
∫
(fU)[x,y]̟d̟ ≡ 2π ̟2fF 6= 0, by
Stokes’ theorem a toroidal B−like field, the quantity fF , is produced in a sheath around
the streams. We would expect that if a third stream enters ∆V, it would interact with the
braided streams through this field. [ In that case we note that the helicity of the braided
stream’s spin would play the role of representing the orientation of their effective dipole.]
7. Three Conjectures.
Should Ordinary Matter Be Represented By Braided Streams?
We have not investigated whether it is useful to consider the case when the vector K of
Eqn(5) is time-like. The decomposition into U and S vectors, discussed in Appendix B1
indicates that the contribution from the vector m1S would be very small. It is possible that
it might be useful to quantize m1S and try to represent ordinary particles with non-zero
spin this way.
Is A String Theory Approach Useful ?
In this paper we considered the action integral for a single braided pair of streams. If the
guiding center approximation is vigorously adopted, the local variation of Ux, Uy and Sx, Sy
is disjointed from the development of the other vector components and determined by the
coordinates (σ, τ). It should be possible to divide the action integral into two parts, one
of which represents the spin part. One would expect then that this could be regarded as a
bosonic ‘2-brane’ in string theory and indeed if f = 0 the action adopted is the “Polyakov”
action. This would imply a rich spectrum of excitations for the internal spin. If one adopts
the two transformations into the scaled coordinate ξ, η discussed in Section B2, with sµ →
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−uµ required, then one finds d2ξ/dτ 2−d2ξ/dσ2 = 0 (and similarly for η), a standard bosonic
string equation. However such a representation would need to incorporate an interpretation
for f 6= 0 .
Can We Estimate How Much DM Is Present? (A Cosmological Proposal.)
We introduced our model for DM by supposing there had been a state of the universe in
which both space-like and time-like geodesics were permissible; then our braided streams
carrying space-like momenta may have had a simpler internal structure and could then
be represented as traveling on space-like geodesics. If this were so and the directions of
travel were taken to be isotropic, then the ratio of space-like to time-like streams would
be in inverse proportion to the solid angle enclosed by a local light-cone to that of the
excluded region,
∫ π/2
π/4
sin θdθ/
∫ π/4
0
sin θdθ; this gives the frequency of space-like trajectories,
the predecessor of DM, to be 2.41 times the frequency of time-like OM streams. [ If we
also include the presently excluded trajectories for which U0or K0 < 0, the ratio becomes
5.82.] The present [22 ] cosmological estimate is Ωd/Ωb ∼ 4.7 The ‘agreement’ is close
enough to suggest this supposition is not implausible. This scenario, of a breakdown in
the permissibility of space-like trajectories is easily modeled. First, in a local Minkowski
neighborhood consider a plane enclosing the t−axis and a vector V . We introduce a local
coordinate system (t, z) so that the vector has components (V 0, V z). The plane intersects
the local light cone and we introduce null coordinates:
α = (t+ z)/
√
2; β = (t− z)/√2.
so
xµ = tet + zez = (α + β)/
√
2 et + (α− β)/√2 ez = αe+ + βe−
One has e2+ = e
2
−
= 0 and e+ · e− = 1. The radial vector xµ is representative of all
(contravariant) vectors in this space such as V µ. So, s2 ≡ t2 − z2 = 2αβ.
We introduce a reflection ‘parity’ operator:
P+
(
α
β
)
≡
(−α
β
)
which changes a space-like (time-like) vector into a time-like (space- like) vector. [ One has
P+ = −σz, the Pauli matrix.]
So suppose there was an epoch in which state vectors were not parity sensitive P+ |>=|>
so that space-like and time-like momenta were equally probable for a particle state. If the
universe changed by ‘abruptly’ breaking this parity invariance one would expect an admixture
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of disjoint space-like and time-like states to result. [ It is possible this parity breaking may
be related to the initiation of inflation.]
Further, suppose in this epoch the the state vectors were also invariant to rotations of
the null-vector basis such as
R
(
α
β
)
≡
(
β
−α
)
,
[so that R = iσy .] This assumption is not trivial and introduces another ‘parity’ operator.
In our original space, the time reversal operator
Qt
(
t
z
)
≡
(−t
z
)
becomes in the null-vector basis Qt = −σx; consequently one has
Qt = P+R (5)
and state vectors would be time-invariant under time reflection if parity invariance holds.
We have no suggestion as to what mechanism broke parity invariance but note its timing
would be certain; it would be when time began.
8. Summary.
A model of the DM surrounding galaxies has been developed which represents the
observed rotation curves and can explain the absence of DM in small potential wells such as
the solar neighborhood. In it the DM is treated as a new state of matter in which matter
streams, confined to time-like paths, also carries considerable transverse momentum. This
transverse momentum results in an intrinsic angular momentum term which, coupled to the
usual orbital angular momentum, prevents the DM streams from passing close to centers of
gravitational attraction. [See Sections 3 & 4 and Appendix B2.]
Aggregates of such DM streams are assumed to comprise the main component of the
intergalactic medium. Because of the gravitational attraction of an (ordinary matter) galaxy,
the intergalactic DM medium locally compresses to form a galactic halo. Two alternate forms
of the energy-momentum tensor representing these fluctuations is derived in Sec 5 & 6. In
one, made to conform to the conventional form of T µν , a cosmological ‘constant’ must be
introduced. The other features a dominant ‘false’ pressure term. Using the latter form, the
structure equations for the halo are developed which show that the false pressure increasing
considerably near the central attractor. The effect is to produce a constant circular velocity
through most of the halo.[See Appendix B3.] No ordinary matter is included in this simple
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modeling of the halo. In effect, the DM halo provides the equivalent of Debye shielding of
an ion in a plasma, allowing the galaxy’s gravitational field to join onto smoothly that of
the intergalactic medium. [See Appendix C.]
Once the possibility of a large false pressure term is admitted, then the form of the
conventional structure equation for the potential Ψ(r) (see Eqn(C2a) forces a ‘flat’ rotation
curve whenever the DM is freely falling into the central galaxy. The only open question is
where the free-fall begins and where it ends. The outer edge ra is that distance from the
central attractor at which its gravitational attraction dominates over that of neighboring
galaxies. The inner edge r⋆b is when free-fall ends; it is approximately given by r
⋆
b
∼= Rh =
ra(v
2
a/V
2
0 ) where Rh is the effective inner edge of the halo, va is the mean DM r.m.s. speed
at r = ra and V0 =
√
(GM0/Rh) with M0 being the mass of the central attractor.
9. Appendix A: Mathematical Conventions, Assumptions & Details
Generally we follow the conventions of [11] with gµν having the signature (1,-1,-1,-,1) and
Einstein’s equation having the form Rµν − gµνR/2 = 8πG Tµν + Λgµν . Specific expressions
for the metric coefficients in various models were taken from [10].
A halo model consists of a background cosmological model and the insertion of addi-
tional small source terms in a small region R. Einstein’s equations are assumed solved by
a perturbative process, such as using the post-Newtonian procedure in the linearized equa-
tions. Because of the perturbative nature of the solution, we also assume the boundary
conditions can be successively refined.
A1: The local Region.
Take a region of space-time for which there is a coordinate covering and in which the affine
connections are continuous and finite. Then R is a neighborhood of an arbitrarily chosen
point of this region; with a metric tensor we can assign to R a 4-volume VR. At each
neighborhood point we may introduce a Local Lorentz frame where the affine connections
vanish, Γξµν = 0. For discussing the properties and kinematics of streams and the local form
of T µν we use for the Minkowski space g00 = 1, gij = −δij , g0i = 0. We shall assume R is
sufficiently small that translational invariance of portions of streams (see A3 and A5) can
be defined easily; we regard this as an application of Poincare´ invariance.
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A2: Stream Characteristics
A stream may be regarded as a bundle of nearly coincident paths transiting R. There is a
central curve xµ(τ) with tangent Uµ ≡ dxµ(τ)/dτ (and dUµ/dτ = 0 if it is a geodesic). In
Minkowski space for a stream one has xµ(τ) = Uµ0 τ where the U
µ
0 are constants and τ is a path
parameter. Here x0 = ct; normally we take c = 1. From the Lagrangian formalism, one sets
m(τ) =
√
(−g)ρ where ρ has the dimensions of an ordinary 3-dimensional mass (energy) den-
sity. To allow re-parameterization of the path, we write m(τ) = m( x(τ), Uµ(x(τ)) ) = m(x).
We consider only paths with m(τ) 6= 0 in our region. The sign of τ is specified by requiring
U0 > 0. In discussing discrete streams we assign small discrete ‘cross-sections’, ∆3(x), to
each stream; these volumes do not ‘spread’ in the neighborhood under consideration. [Any
variation in the cross-sections along a path can be incorporated into the variation of m(τ).]
For each stream, a measure µa is needed to evaluate the widths, so
∫
µadxa ≡ ∫ ∆xa is always
finite. In other words, the vectors Ud are taken to be the co-tangents of the 3-form vector
space, ∆3d = ∆x
a ∧∆xb ∧∆xc; this allows us to extend the definition of streams to include
space-like streams with well-defined (constant) cross-sections. In representing a stream by
e.g. Uˆµs = msU
µ
s , we adopt the convention that the velocity is normalized, gµνU
µ
s U
ν
s = 1, with
any variations in the actual normalization being absorbed into the factor ms. The variation
of field tensors, such as V µ along a stream, is given by: δV µ = δτ dV µ/dτ = δτ UαV µ;α
A3: Local Addition Of Streams By Translation.
In the small region R, choose a point as the origin of a coordinate system and an enclosing
coordinate box ∆4x centered on the origin. Using Cartesian coordinates, each stream (or
streamline) passing through the box has a closest point to the origin, xµs (τ
0
s ), closeness being
defined by using an Euclidian metric. Then xˆµs = x
µ
s (τs) − xµs (τ 0s ) is a curve which passes
through the origin and summation (and averaging) of the translated streams’ momenta can
be performed there.
The variation of a field quantity such as U¯ is described similarly using any point in R as
the origin. The sum defines tensor densities, e.g. U¯µ
√
(−g)∆4x. Then Uµs ;µ = 0 guarantees
U¯µ;µ = 0. Eqns(1a,1b) can be extended by the same technique to apply to all points in R.
A4: Orthogonality Of Contiguous Streams Is Defined by Images.
In the vicinity ∆V of any point, xµ0 = x(τ0)µ, of a time-like stream Uµ((τ) there is a confluence
of space-like streams Sµ(x(σ)). We shall take the characteristic dimensions of the region to be
much larger than the natural widths of the streams. Again use local translational invariance.
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At xµ0 there is a three dimensional subspace of vectors A
µ with AµUµ = 0. [e.g. Consider the
local Lorentz rest frame with U = (1, 0, 0, 0). Then one may choose A = (0, a, b, c) where
a, b, c are arbitrary.] Now, consider the ‘displaced’ path:
xˆµ(σ) = Aµ + x˜µ(σ)
where the relevant portions of xˆµ, x˜µ lie within ∆V and Aµ = const. (Aµ;ν = 0) within
∆V. If xˆµ(σ0) = xµ0 and UµSˆµ = 0 [where Sˆµ ≡ dxˆµ/dσ at σ = σ0 and S˜µS˜µ = −1 ], we will
say x˜µ(σ) is a space-like stream orthogonal to xµ(τ) when σ = σ0.
7 The path xˆµ(σ) will be
called an image of x˜µ(σ) at xµ0 .
Also, using a local coordinate system, consider the ‘scaled’ path:
xˆµ(σ) = Ax˜ν(σ)
where A =const. and xˆµ, x˜µ in ∆V with S˜µS˜µ = −1. If one has that xˆµ(σ0) = xµ0 and there
UµSˆµ = 0, we will regard x˜(σ) to be a space-like curve orthogonal to x
µ(τ). Again, xˆµ(σ) is
another sort of image of x˜(σ).
Similarly, we may reverse the roles of U and S in the neighborhood ∆V ′ of any point
xµ(σ0) of a space-like stream and define local contiguous time-like streams x
µ(τ) which are
orthogonal to xµ(σ) at σ = σ0.
One can consider a bundle of images formed by replacing Aµ by a small (weighted)
bounded set {Aµ} within ∆V as actually constituting the internal structure of a stream
(enclosing a central geodesic) itself. Such a bundle of images is equivalent to representing
its streamlines surrounding the central path x˜ν(σ). This very local representation is useful
in interpreting solutions of the equations of motion.
For the case when many space-like curves, labeled by the index s, become contiguous to
the time-like stream, replace σ, Sµ, m1, m2 with σs, S
µ
s , m1s, m2s and perform a summation
over s. We suppose that this sum can also be replaced by a integration over frequency
distributions as was suggested in the discussion of the summations used in defining T µν .
7The parameterization σ of the path x˜µ(σ) is assumed to be such that if e.g. z(τ) = Uz · (τ − τ0) and
zˆ(σ) = Az + Sz · (σ − σ0) describe the same local path, then Uz = Sz. The interval σ − σ0 is measured in
the same units as is the interval τ − τ0. If there are many such points x˜µ(σ0) we may restrict the set by an
additional restriction such as x˜µ(σ0) is closest to x(τ0)
µ.
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A6: The Vanishing Of The ‘Line’ Divergence Uνs; ν
The technical point here is that we are are considering functions defined only along a line
so we cannot directly use the Gauss divergence theorem with no sources or sinks present.
However Uνs;ν is a scalar, independent of a coordinate system choice. At any point, choose a
geodesic coordinate system and rotate the coordinate axes so that τ is the coordinate along
one of the axes. Then Uµ has only component, µ = τ , and dUµ/dτ = 0 because U τ is a
geodesic’s tangent vector.
A7: Close Sets of Streams.
if locally all the streams are close, neighboring streams may always have short-range inter-
actions in R and the picture needs modification. We defined streams to exist only between
‘collisions’. If streams can then begin and end within R , one should replace the Uµs;µ = 0
term by say, the Boltzmann collision operator: this preserves 4-momentum upon integra-
tion in the local phase space and preserves the fluid form of conservation of N¯ .] Then the
frequency distributions of both the Uµs and the δU
µ
s are modified and not really known un-
til specifics of the collisions are specified. A thermodynamic empirical form for P µν would
summarize this procedure in a particular coordinate system and again all four constraints
would be needed.
10. Appendix B: Supplementary Physical Arguments.
10.1. B1: Stream Momenta Conservation Conditions:
At a point xµ0 in a local Minkowski space ( within ∆V) choose the particular Lorentz
frame8 in which S0 = 0. Put S = (0, 0, sin ξ, cos ξ) and K = (sinh η, 0, 0, cosh η) ≡
Γ(k, 0, 0, 1) for space-like vectors. Then there is a one-parameter (sin ξ) set of solutions for
Eq(5) for which S · U = 0. Set a¯U = (sinh η, 0,−b¯ sin ξ, b¯ sin ξ tan ξ) where b¯ = cosh η cos ξ,
and a¯2 = b¯2 − 1. If we introduce uz = Uz/U0 then
kuz = sin
2 ξ; (B1)
8 The condition S0 = 0 is used to define Γ, k uniquely. If K is tangent to a curve passing through xµ0 ,
then at neighboring points along this curve S0(x) 6= 0 in general in this Lorentz frame. Also, in another
Lorentz frame S0 6= 0. The introduction of Sµ – with S0 = 0 in all Lorentz frames – was used in Weinberg
(1960) to discuss classical systems with intrinsic spin. This work helped inspire this approach.
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since for halo DM we expect uz ≤ ∼ 10−2, we need ξ ≪ 1. Then to high order, the
specification of b¯ ∼= cosh η and a¯ ∼= sinh η is independent of the particular choice of ξ.9 Since
Uz/Uy = tan ξ ∼ ξ, the transverse velocity component Uy is always dominant. Then, a more
useful parameterization is to use uz itself and to express the transverse components by
(Uy)2 = uz/k, (S
y)2 = kuz, (B2a)
and (when U t ≈ 1, Uy ∼= uy) the translational components by
Uz ∼= uz, Sz ∼= 1− kuz/2, (B2b)
with (Uy/Uz)2 ≫ 1 and (Sy/Sz)2 ≪ 1. Note k is not required to be especially small.
Time-like total momenta
If K is time-like, set K = (cosh η, 0, 0, sinh η) ≡ γ(1, 0, 0, v). Then, a¯U0 = cosh η; also
b¯ = sinh η cos ξ and a¯2 = b¯2 + 1. Then the restriction uz = v sin
2 ξ with uz ≪ 1 again
requires ξ to be small when K is relativistic; so a¯ = γ and b¯ = γv. When K represents non-
relativistic ordinary matter (with v ≪ 1), ξ may not be small; then a¯ ∼= 1 and b¯ ≤ v ≪ 1.
[For the null case when Kµ = (1, 0, 0, 1) one finds a¯ = b¯ ∼= 1 with uz = sin2 ξ. ]
The form of the stream density
Further, consider two vectors orthogonal to U, S such as: Bµ = (0, 1, 0, 0) and Aµ =
Ay(− coth η tan ξ, 0, 1,− tan ξ). There is a path through the origin xµ(q) with tangent
dxµ(q)/dq = Aµ. Then the solution of the stream momentum density equation, dmτ/dτ =
Uµm,µ = 0 is mτ = h0(σ, x, q) where where x
1 = x and h0 is arbitrary. Similarly for
dmσ/dσ = 0, one has mσ = h1(τ, x, q). For Eqn 4.1, set m(x) = h(q, x). We conclude that
we may set Uµ;µ = 0 and S
µ
;µ = 0 simultaneously and regard mσ and mτ as independent even
if they have a common variable factor.
The Value Of uz.
There must exist a minimum value of uz for this representation to be useful. If something like
standard cosmology holds, then the streams are required to equilibrate with the background
9 Since we are exploring models for DM, whose properties are unknown, we should point out that ξ and
k could be variable, e.g. specified by a path parameter τ associated with Uµ ≡ dxµ(τ)/dτ .
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cosmological fluid through gravitational interactions (and stream-stream interactions) until
decoupling. Immediately after, using Eq(B2a) one finds
〈u2y〉+ 〈u2z〉 ≃ v2d, (B3)
uz ≃ kv2d and u2y ≃ v2d; (B4)
where the characteristic decoupling velocity vd probably exceeds the value characteristic of
hydrogen when photons decouple cvd ≥ 10 km s−1.
10.2. B2: The Guiding Center Solutions.
We adopt the guiding-center approximation in making a simple local model, so that
the only coordinates in the plane of spin are (x, y). Then Ux, Uy, Sx, Sy are functions of
x, y alone. For the ‘coupling’ function in LUS take m2 ≡ √(m0m1)f(x, y) ≥ 0, where f is
arbitrary. For a local solution for the geodesics, Eqns (6a,b), work in cartesian coordinates
in a Lorentz frame in which S0 = 0. In this local space take U0, Uz , Sz constant and define
the density factors as m0 = a¯mj, m1 = b¯mj where m = m(z, t) and j = j(̟) is a ‘cut-off’
factor. Here j is centered on the traveling ‘origin’ xµ00(τ) = (U
0τ, x0, y0, U
zτ) and equal to
zero for ̟ ≡ √[(x − x0)2 + (y − y20)] > ̟00. First, let us take x0, y0 as locating the center
of ∆V. Then ∆V can be regarded as the small sheath surrounding the z− axis, enclosing
parts of both streams (the ‘helices’).
Recalling Uˆ = m0U and Sˆ = m1S, multiply Eqn(6a) by a
2 and Eqn (6b) by b2, where
a2/b2 = m1/m0. [For halo DM, a
2/b2 = Γ/(kΓ).] Then introducing the scaled velocities
(ux, uy) = a(Uˆx, Uˆy) and (sx, sy) = b(Sˆx, Sˆy) (B5a)
one finds Eqns( 6a,b) reduce to the same equation form, uβuµ;β = g
µα(fs)[β,α]u
β, with the
interchange uµ ↔ sµ giving the second equation. The two equations can be reduced to one
if
(sx, sy) = −(ux, uy), (B5b)
imposing transverse momentum conservation.
[The original normalization conditions become,
u2 = a2m20[(U
0)2 − (Uz)2 − 1] ≡ a2h2u(z, t), (B6a)
s2 = b2m1[1− (Sz)2] ≡ b2h2s(z, t), (B6b)
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where h2u(z, t) = h
2
s(z, t) is required to conserve momentum. We will assume the spin is
very rapid, so that in an inertial frame we may replace Eqns(B6,a,b) with 〈 dh2u(z, t)/dτ 〉 = 0
when considering the variarions in u̟, uϕ . In effect, this guiding center approximation
requires τ be regarded as split into two parameters, τ0 + δτ , with δτ determining the rapid
‘spin’ behavior; similarly with σ → σ0 + δσ.]
In local cylindrical coordinates, Eqn (B5) becomes:
u̟u̟,̟ + u
ϕ[u̟,ϕ −̟uϕ − (̟2fsϕ),̟ + (fs̟),ϕ] = 0; (B5a)
̟2uϕuϕ,ϕ + u
̟[̟2uϕ,̟ + 2̟u
ϕ − (fs̟),ϕ + (̟2fsϕ),̟] = 0. (B5b)
(where now we have replaced f/2 by f for notational convenience.) One also has the corre-
sponding equations when the exchange uµ ↔ sµ is made.
A simple solution for the averages satisfying Eqns(B5a,b) when f = f(̟) is obtained
by setting u̟ = 0 and sϕ = uϕ and requiring
ln(̟2fuϕ) = −
∫
d̟/(̟f). (B8)
For example, using f = (1 + σ̟)−1 to define the extent of ∆V, one finds ̟3uϕ =
ku(1 + σ̟)e
−σ̟, with ku a constant. [Similarly for the s
̟, sϕ equations with s̟ = 0,
one gets the same result with ku replaced by ks.] The normalizations, Eqns(6a,b), e.g.
̟2s(u
ϕ)2 = h2s(z, t), determine the radii and the ‘constants’ ku, ks, once u
ϕ is specified. As
h2s, h
2
u slowly change with position, the radii ̟u, ̟s also change.
The additional assumption that the total transverse momentum of the pair of streams
is conserved is imposed by setting ϕs = ϕu + π.
Suppose uϕ, ̟ are taken to be constant. Then Eqn(B8) determines a relation that
these local constants must obey. Along the stream’s path uϕ, ̟ may slowly change from one
constant set of values to another, but both sets should satisfy Eqn(B8) to preserve the total
angular momentum.
The coupling of the u−equations and the s−equations is through the velocities. Suppose
we change the origin (x0, y0) to the center of the u−stream; the equations do not change.
We may then regard Eqn(B8) as giving the variation of uϕ across the stream. For this choice
of f , one sees 2π
∫
(̟2uϕ)̟d̟ → const. for σ̟ ≫ 1; the total angular momentum carried
by the stream is constant.
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An Interpretation Of The Streams’ Motions.
Eqns (B5a,b) each hold on the different paths xµ(τ), xµ(σ) inside ∆V. To solve, we have
effectively made two transformations into a common path resulting in ‘scaled’ solutions:
am0x
µ(τ)→ ξµ(τ0 + δτ) and bm1xµ(σ)→ − ξµ(σ = σ0 + δσ) in cartesian coordinates. The
two streams actually are braided, like DNA, with different radii for the two helices; together
they act like a spinning system translating in the z−direction. These are called ‘scaled’
solutions for the following reason: Take a particular point (x0, y0) on x
µ(τ) for evaluating Uˆ
so that am0x0 = ξ0, am0y0 = η0. It corresponds to a point (x1, y1) = −(b/a)(x0, y0) on the
xµ(σ) path; corresponding points in the two streams ‘opposite’ each other with respect to
the z−axis are brought to the same image point in (ξ, η) coordinates.
The Local ‘B’-field, Collisions & Assignment Of The Spin Velocity.
From the Lagrangian formalism, a particle physicist would normally regard the term LUS
as describing a short range interaction with f(x) determining the local ‘force’ between two
‘fields’. This interpretation is not germane to this model. But the magnitude of f determines
the spin rate within the two streams, i.e. the internal velocity structure of the braided
streams, and f may not be the same for all DM braided streams.
Also since 2
∮
(fS)[x,y]̟d̟ = 2π̟
2Beff , by Stokes’ theorem, a B−like field, dependent
upon f , is produced around the streams. We expect other pairs of streams entering ∆V would
be able to interact with the braided pair through this field. We suggest this interaction plays
the role of a ‘collision’ allowing neighboring streams to modify the magnitude of f , and
hence of uϕ. Consequently, for an ensemble of DM streams in equilibrium we shall assume
the mean spin velocity uϕ is not fixed but has the value of the r.m.s. of the peculiar velocity
distribution. We noted that the rotational energy did not enter T µν ; we expect a more
sophisticated argument would regard it contributing to the tensor P µν (see Eqn(3a)) which
we have disregarded.
11. B3: Halo Kinematics.
In the Kepler central force problem, one needs to specify the energy, angular velocity
and initial position of a moving body. It turns out that we require the same information
for a representative DM stream in order to specify the false pressure and density structure
within a halo.
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11.1. Representation Of The Averaged T µν In The DM Halo Model.
In this very simple halo model we assume no OM and only one type of DM, that for
which the energetics at r ≥ rq , intergalactic space, are given by K : Γ(k, 0, 0, 1) in a local
Cartesian frame ; See Eqns(5). The DM follows orbits satisfying the integrals of motion;
see Eqns(9a,b,c,d). We choose r = rp to be the turning point of a representative stream
U r(rp) = 0; at that radius, (S
r(rp))
2 > 0 (See Section 4.0.1). For r ≤ rp the solution for Sµ
has no physical significance and one may take T µν = 0.
In the annular region rp ≤ r ≤ rq, one specifies the halo T µν by the change of the
halo T µν from its value in the background model at r = rq caused by the compression of
the pressure in this inner region. We may write for the change in a typical spacial diagonal
component of δT µν at the halo point r ≥ rp,
δT xx = m¯ N P¯ − m¯q NqP¯q, (17)
expressing the halo pressure increment at r. Here m¯ is an average stream density, N is
the number of streams in a unit volume and P¯ represents an average value of the square of
the ‘speed’ s2 ≡ (Sr)2+J2s /r2 along the paths xµs (σs); it corresponds to 〈(Sz)2〉/3 of Eqn(15).
A similar expression holds for δT 00 in terms of the average value of (U0)2.
Further we restrict ourselves to a region r ≤ ra < rq. We will assume a galaxy going
through the intergalactic medium acquires a stand-off bow shock and between this shock
and the galaxy there is a zone of compression and stagnation, occurring in this simple model
at r = ra. Material from this zone falls inward at nearly parabolic speeds, v(r) ≃ √(2Ψ) ≈√
(2GMeff/r).
Then, using the steady state one dimensional pipe flow, one has m¯r/m¯a = sa/sr. Also,
Nr/Na = r2a/r2 in a free-fall zone and Nr/Na = v2(r)/v2a in an inner zone in which conserva-
tion of angular momentum impedes radial motion. ( See Appendix B3.) Finally, from Eqn
(13), P¯r−2Ψr = P¯a−2Ψa where Ψ is the potential associated with the metric element B(r).
(See Section 4.) Assuming no viscous coupling between the DM streams, an expression for
the pressure variation δp in the halo is given by Eqns(B9a,b). A detailed model of the halo
can be now constructed; it is given in Appendix C.
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11.2. B3: Properties Of Collections Of In-Falling Halo Streams.
From Eqn(15) one has
δp = mNP −maNaPa =
[
m
ma
N
Na
P
Pa
− 1
]
paa,
where P ≡ 〈(Sz)2〉/3 was discussed in Section 3.2, (see Eqn 9) and we have set paa ≡
ma NaPa. Since Sz is very large compared to Ψ, we may take it not very much affected by the
gravitational field in the halo and we can set m/ma = S
z
a/S
z ≃ 1−Ψa+Ψ ∼ 1 and P/Pa =
(Sz)2/(Sza)
2 ≃ 1− 2Ψ + 2Ψa ∼ 1. Hence for DM
p/pa = N /Na.
In a halo in-falling streams pass through two zones: a ‘free-fall’ zone and a zone in which
radial motion is severely limited by conservation of angular velocity. The boundary between
the two is a sensitive function of the initial angular momentum.
We can introduce a statistical treatment of large numbers of time-like streams (with
U0s > 0) similar to the treatment of “pencils of radiation” in standard radiative transfer
theory.10 Normally one writes for the number of streams crossing a surface element dA in a
solid angle dΩ oriented at an angle θ to the normal of dA in a time interval dt,
dF = (I/π) cos θ dΩdAdt,
defining I. For a steady-state when I is independent of θ, φ, the total number of streams
crossing dA in one direction in unit time is dF = IdA. [ This corresponds to the particle
kinetic theory result Fˆ = 1
4
nv for the flux of particles crossing a unit area.] We see I ∝ N
of Eqn(15), the local density of streams.
Consider only those area elements whose normals are the radius vectors. For convenience
suppose at some large r = ra, in a volume element all the streams have the same density
〈ma〉 and the same average speed va (where Uµs = γ(1, ~va,s)).We calculate the usual density
ρ = 〈ma〉N by first calculating the r−dependence of N (assuming space is flat).
For each stream the orbital angular velocity Ls = ra × (raUφs ) = va ra sin θs ≡ vaba,s
is a constant and is determined just by the value of θs ( the angle between the 3-vectors
ra and ~va,s). The total number of inflowing streams at a shell of radius ra is then Fa =
1
2
·4πr2a ·
∫
Ia cos θ ψ(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ, where ψ is a distribution function for the ingoing streams.
10 See Chandrasekhar, 1950; Rybicki & Lightman 1979.
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For large r we adopt a distribution ψ = 1, corresponding to velocities being isotropic11 so
Fa =
1
4
· 4πr2aIa; these streams carry orbital angular momenta up to La = rava.
Let us follow such an aggregate falling in towards the center, assuming for convenience
that va is small enough that each stream follows a nearly parabolic orbit, i.e. v
2
a ≪ V 20 (R0),
where V0 is close to the galaxy’s maximum rotation speed. For large r = r˜ < ra, a similar
argument gives F˜ = πr˜2I˜ for the inflowing streams. There is a region of ‘free-fall’ in which
the streams are not appreciably deflected; in it F˜ = Fa so
I˜/Ia = N˜/Na = r2a/r˜2 = p˜/pa. (B9a)
Inside this region streams with large orbital angular velocity Ls will be deflected. We
calculate the loss to the inflow. In the background space suppose we regard each sphere
r = const. as a collection of ‘bound’ DM circular orbits, with an associated orbital angular
velocity given by L2cir = r
2v2cir(r). For a falling stream to pass through a sphere of radius
r it must have its distance of closest approach to the center be less than r. For example,
let Ψ = GM/r. For DM following a parabolic orbit one requires L2s ≤ 2L2cir +W 2u ≡ L2∗(r);
define rp ≡W 2u/(GM); then L2cir = GM[rcir − rp].
Consider a particular sphere r = rb. Only those streams with low Ls reach rb; they have
the same (invariant) values of Ls as they had when they were at r = ra. We calculate this
fraction f of inflowing streams at ra by using L = rava sin θ as the variable of integration
instead of θ; one has f = (rava)
−2
∫ L∗
0
LdL or
f ∼= r(r − rp/2)V 2(r)/(r2av2a), (B10a)
where rp is the effective inner halo edge, defined by the intrinsic angular velocity, and
we have put V 2(r) ≡ GM/r. [Note: parabolic infall velocities have their turning point at
r = rp/2 and ‘bound’ circular orbits cannot be defined for r ≤ rp.]
This fraction must be compensated for by an increase in Ib for the undeflected streams
since the total number of streams which can travel from ra to rb is conserved. Consequently
12
since πr2bIb = f · πr2aIa, one has, for an inner zone
11The specification of ψ is part of the specification of the angular velocity distribution; in principal it could
be a function of vara. In near equilibrium the symmetries of the velocity distribution reflect the symmetries
of the effective gravitational potential; see Chandrasekhar (1942).
12 Because we have not assumed that at our starting point, r = ra, vara is the maximum orbital angular
velocity possible, v2a ≤ v2cir(r = ra).
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Ib/Ia = Nb/Na = pb/pa = v˜2b/v2a ≡ V 2(rb)[1− rp/(2rb)]/v2a, (B9b)
defining v˜(rb); this holds
13 for all rb ≤ r⋆b for which v˜brb ≤ rava. The boundary between
the two regions, f = 1 occurs at r = r⋆b where
r⋆b −
rp
2
= v2ar
2
a/(GM0) (B10b)
assuming r⋆b is close to the inner halo edge where GM(r) ≃ GM0 (= r⋆bV 2(r⋆b ) =
RhV
2(Rh)). This is true for high mass galaxies and low initial angular velocities, rava; this
is the case we emphasize. If this holds the DM generally is in the free-fall zone where p ∝ r−2.
But, for low-mass galaxies r⋆b may be close to ra, severely limiting the ‘free-fall’ zone.
The Halo ‘Density’ & ‘Pressure’ As Functions of r,
We study the region r ≤ ra. Choose as unit of length Rh = r2av2a/(GM0). Represent the
intrinsic angular velocity byW 2u = r
2
a(ξva)
2 with the typical orbital angular velocity given by
L2u = r
2
av
2
a. Then the formal end of the halo, defined in terms of the lowest bound ‘circular’
path is rp = ξ
2Rh and the furthest inward DM parabolic orbits can go is rp/2 ≡ ηRh; we will
use η ≈ 1
2
as representative in the approximations because we are interested only in infall
with low angular momentum. In these units the boundary between the outer region and the
inner region is r⋆b = (1 + η)Rh.
In summary, the halo structure starts at r ∼= Rh. The false pressure and density are
nearly constant out to r = r⋆b and then fall ∝ 1/r2 as we go further out.
In the outer region one has:
p(r) = pa(ra/r)
2; ρ(r)/ρa = [Ψ(ra)/Ψ(r)]
0.5p(r)/pa ra ≥ r ≥ r⋆b . (B11a),
To lowest order we ignore the variation of Ψ in the outer zone and use ρ(r)/ρa ≈ p(r)/pa.
In the inner zone, using pb = pa(ra/r
⋆
b )
2; ρb = ρa(ra/r
⋆
b )
2 and r = xR0 (so that η ≤ x ≤ 1+η),
p = (1 + η)2pb(x
−1 − ηx−2); ρ = (1 + η)2ρb[(x/(1 + η)]0.5(x−1 − ηx−2). (B11b)
13 We have assumed that in the outer halo rvcir for DM is an increasing function of r, so that there is a
limiting radius r∗b at which ‘free-fall’ ends and for which r < r
∗
b Eqn(B9b) holds.
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For the DM mass in the inner zone, using M1 = (4π/3)ρbR
3
0, one has
M1(r) = M1(1 + η)3/2 [6x5/2 − 10ηx3/2 + 4η5/2]/5, (B11c)
Also, for the additional DM mass above the boundary, r⋆b , in the outer zone, one finds
M2(r) = 3(1 + η)2M1[x− (1 + η)]. (B11d)
With these expressions for p, ρ the structure of the halo can be developed. See Appendix C.
Approximations And Limitations.
One may use p ≈ pb , ρ ≈ 0.8ρb√x ∼ ρb for 1 ≤ x ≤ 3/2 and p, ρ ∼ 0 for x < 1 (using
η = 1/2) since the inner region, 1 + η ≥ x ≥ 1, is a zone of (nearly) constant density and
pressure. For estimating mass contributions it is adequate to use the linear approximation
M1(r) ≈ 5M1(x− 0.9) for 0.9 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 andM2(r) ∼ 7M1[r/Rh]. Also M1(r⋆b ) ∼= 4πρbR3h.
For the Newtonian potential one has Φ(r) = G[(M0+ δM(r)]/r, where δM =M1(r) in the
inner zone and δM =M1(r⋆b ) +M2(r) in the outer zone.
We expect that the formulae in the inner zone may depart significantly from those for
the spherical point source model used here if Rh is small (∼ 5 kpc). Then the potential
of the central galaxy may depart significantly from the spherical point source model used.
They are useful for contrasting the DM infall from that of OM when η = 0; in that case e.g.
M1 ∝ x5/2 and vcir ∝ x3/4, assuming no particle interactions.
The boundary r⋆b location is very sensitive to the initial orbital angular velocity assumed.
If the mean speed at r = ra is small compared to V (Rh) ≡ √(GM0/Rh), then r⋆b may be
close to rp/2. For example, if va ≤ 20 km s−1 and V (Rh) ∼ 200 km s−1 and one chooses
ra ∼ 50 kpc ≃ 5 − 10 Rh then r⋆b − rp/2 ≤ 2 kpc so that the inner zone effectively is ≤∼ 1
kpc in extent.
The Maximum Value of r In Inflows.
To avoid an Oblers paradox situation from developing, even in these simple inflow models a
maximum value ra must be recognized. We suggest it results from the velocity of the central
galaxy being supersonic with respect to the cold dark intergalactic medium. In the rest frame
of the galaxy, a bow-shock discontinuity and tail must arise, enclosing a stagnation volume
in which the flow is subsonic. In our simplified model we shall take the stagnation volume as
spherical with boundary at r = ra. We assume the large external velocity is converted to an
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interior flow with a much smaller subsonic velocity vˆa; then the conservation laws across the
transition zone must include NextVext = Navˆa; similarly for mN . [For convenience we also
assume that the translational velocity vˆa is small compared to va, the r.m.s. velocity used in
establishing Eqn.(B9) so that the calculation of the transport of orbital angular momentum,
resulting in Eqn (B11), is simplified.]
At such a boundary the values of ρa, pa would be enhanced over their intergalactic values
by the factor Na/Next; using Vext ∼ 200 km s−1 and vˆa ∼ 2 − 20 km s−1 as reasonable
estimates one sees an enhancement factor of ∼ 10 − 100 may occur. We suggest, as a very
rough estimate that ra ∼ 5− 10 Rh ∼ 50− 80 kps.
There is another approach for determining ra. There is a theoretical ‘shielding’ distance
RG such that 4πGρar
2
a + GM0/RG = 0 (since ρ < 0). Only for r ≤ RG does the central
galaxy exhibit an attractive force; consequently ra ≤ RG.
11.3. Appendix C: Details Of A Halo Model For An Isolated Galaxy.
The DM halo is a pressure dominated structure. It has three characteristic distances:
(1) an inner edge, rp/2, determined by the centrifugal barrier to inner directed motion of
the DM braided streams; (2) ra, the edge of the region of significant pressure compression,
rp ≤ r ≤ ra; (3) an outer ‘edge’ rq, beyond which the gravitational attraction of the central
object is not important.
The compressed region rp ≤ r ≤ ra is divided into two zones; the inner zone rp ≡
2ηRh ≤ r ≤ r⋆b ≡ Rh(1+η) in which radial motion is strongly impeded by centrifugal forces;
and the outer ‘free-fall’ zone r⋆b ≤ r ≤ ra , in which radial motion is unimpeded. In the
very outer uncompressed halo region, ra ≤ r ≤ rq , the density ρ00 and pressure p00 (where
p00/c
2 ≫ ρ00) match that of the DM intergalactic medium of which it is a part; in theory
these are provided as boundary conditions on the model but in practice the the two halo
potentials Φ,Ψ have their constants adjusted to match the potentials for the central galaxy,
so that p00, ρ00 should be determined from observations. Here the transition from the halo
model to that representing intergalactic space is arbitrary so that rq − ra can be small.
We use something in the form of the standard fluid energy momentum tensor T µν =
(p+ρ)UµUν −pgµν (with c2 = 1) as the halo field source term; the special values of ρ, p used
for DM were discussed in Sec. 5.1; one has p, the ‘false’ pressure term, as large and ρ < 0
as comparatively small.
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Outside
The intergalactic medium is represented by the Robertson-Walker metric
dτ 2 = dt¯2 −R(t¯)[(1− k¯r2)−1dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2] (C1a)
where the structure equations
3R¨ = −4πG(ρ+ 3p)R, R˙2 + k¯ = 8πG(ρR2)/3 (C1b)
and the ‘energy’ conservation constraint
3(p+ ρ)d lnR/dt¯ = −dρ/dt¯ (C1c)
holds for r > rq. One can get a static model (with R = 1) by adding to the source a constant
term, −λˆgµν , so that p→ pˆ = p+λˆ, ρ→ ρˆ = ρ−λˆ allows one to set ρ+3p→ ρˆ+3pˆ+2λˆ = 0.
This addition of a constant term is always admissible (See Sec. 2.) We do not require that
p represents a ‘true’ pressure nor that ρ > 0.
The Form Of A(r) In The Halo.
In the Schwarzschild model (Eqns (10a,b)) for the entire halo rp/2 ≤ r ≤ rq, we have
A = 1/(1− 2GM(r)/r) ≡ 1/(1− 2Φ) whereM =M0+ δM;M0 is the mass of the central
attractor at r ≈ 0 and δM is given by Eqns (B11c,d); For DM , δM < 0. So, for example,
Φ(r) = GM0/r for r ≤ R0, and using the approximations of Appendix B3, one has
Φ(r) = GM0/r + 4πGρbr2(1− R3h/(r3)/3, for Rh ≤ r ≤ r⋆b , (C1)
where r⋆b = Rh(1 + η). There is a similar expression for Φ(r) for r
⋆
b ≤ r ≤ ra, resulting in
e.g.
Φ(ra) = G(M0 +M1)/ra + 4πGρar2a[1− r⋆b/ra], (C2)
where ρar
2
a = ρb(r
⋆
b )
2 has been used. One has
v2ar
2
a = GM0Rh and, for massive galaxies [1− r⋆b/ra] ≈ 1. [See Eqn(B10b).]
The Form of B(r) In The Halo
For the Schwarzschild metric, we have A′/A+B′/B = 8πG(p+ρ)rA. Again using B = 1−2Ψ,
where Ψ is small in a halo model, one may rewrite this in a more useful form:
v2cir ≡ −rdΨ/dr = 4πGpr2 + Φ(r), (C3)
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where, for DM one has δM < 0. Both p and ρ are continuous at the joining points r = rp/2
and r = r⋆b . Using the approximations of Appendix B3, for rp/2 ≤ r ≤ Rh, one has
Ψ(r) ∼= Φ(r) = GM0/r. In the the interior halo zone, one has
v2cir = 4πGpbr
2 +GM0/r + 4πGρbr2[1− R3h/r3]/3 for Rh ≤ r < r⋆b . (C3a).
For the outer zone, since p ∝ 1/r2, one has
v2cir = 4πGpar
2
a + 4πGρar
2
a[1− r⋆b/r] +G[M0 +M1]/r (C3b)
for r⋆b ≤ r < ra. Again ρar2a ∼= ρb(r⋆b )2 , and ρa,M1 < 0. For large r, one has vcir ∼= constant.
The Outer Rim of the Halo.
In a small outermost halo region, rq ≥ r > ra where ra is large and ρ = ρ00, p = p00 one has
Φ(r) =MT/r + 4πGρ00r2/3, (C4a)
where MT = M0 +
∫ ra
Rh
4πρ(r)r2dr − 4πρ00r3a/3 . Introduce, for satisfying boundary con-
ditions, T µνBC = −λgµν so that ρ → ρ00 − λ, p → p00 + λ where λ is chosen so that
MT → 0; then A is reduced to the form encountered in the Robertson-Walker metric.
Since Ψ′ = Φ′ + 4πG(poo + ρ00)r
2, one has
v2cir = 4πG[p00 + ρ00 + 2(λ− ρ00)/3]r2, (C3c)
which gives the familiar linear expansion (or contraction) with distance, encountered in
cosmological problems. Also when the annulus rq ≥ r > ra is very narrow,we have
Bdt2 ≡ (1− 2Ψ(r))dt2 →∼= (1− 2Ψ(ra))dt2 ≡ dt¯2, (C4)
which again matches the Robinson-Walker metric form. So there is no problem in switching
into the usual representation of the intergalactic medium. The equation also expresses the
difference in clock rates between the that of the intergalactic medium and that of the halo
which is in a potential well.
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